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About This Game

What's NEKOPARA? Why, it's a cat paradise!

Kashou Minaduki, the son of a long line of Japanese confection makers moved out to open his own shop "La Soleil" as a
patisserie.

But upon moving out, hidden amongst his things were two of the catgirls ("neko"), Chocola and Vanilla, that the family had
been raising. When he tried to send them back, they begged and pleaded until he gave in and now they've opened La Soleil

together.

With two nekos who really, REALLY love their master trying their very best and occasionally failing -- a heartful comedy opens
for business!

See the Sayori NEKO WORKs’ mascots Chocola and Vanilla like never before, moving, and in full voice on screen. And now
with the E-mote System, the characters smoothly move on screen changing expression and poses in countless ways.

Please note, demo is not indicative of the final version.
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The concept of this game is brilliant - on paper. I'm afraid that I have to hesitate a little bit to call it a game. The potential for a
game is here, but the technical hurdles involved in getting this to work, combined with the incredibly short amount of content
really makes this more of a proof of concept than a game, per se.

The largest issue, by far and large, is that this game does NOT support Internet play. When hosting or finding a game - it's all
done across the Local Area Network. So if you and your co-player of choice aren't on the same network (at home, in a dorm, at
work, etc) - you're going to need to setup a VPN service to make this work. Some people have reported success with services
like Hamachi - that didn't work for me, but I was able to setup a VPN on my particular brand of router, and get myself and a
friend connected.

Once you DO get the game up and running - the entire content of the game can be played in under 30 minutes. For all the trailer
talks about "solve puzzles" - there was only one puzzle to be solved.

A very unique experience, and one worth seeking out - IF you are tech-savvy enough to get past the hurdles. I'd love to see the
concepts provided here fleshed out a bit more, and for more of a game to result.. A good game if you don't take your battle
royal games seriously . its alot of fun to play with your buds for a bit, but can get annoying if you try to make sense of it . like
how much damage do the guns do ? whats the hit box on grenades ? and many other things, though its funny to see the half done
game mechanics and maybe that's just part of the charm ? If you just wanna jump on and have some fun for a few mins this is a
good one to try out but don't see it becoming a competition game or something worth putting to much time in to though :P. This
screensaver doesn't work with multi-monitor setups, even if you try to force extended resolutions it will only show up on one
screen and your additional screens will be glowing black. And for something calling itself Aqua Real the fish don't look very
real.. For being a short game and just a 'taste' of what may come, I must say I really enjoyed this game. That being said I'll start
reviewing it.

GRAPHICS:
+I like the level design a lot. Very fantasy like and it really immerses you in the game. Keep it like that!
.. That's about it really.

STORY:
+The story was decent. Of course you'll be left out with more questions than answers. But the story is good enough for you to
play through the entire game.
+I did like them adding side quests, although there are only 1 or 2 it's something that could make this VR game more unique.
-It is very clich\u00e9 and most of it was to be expected before it even happened. I like stories with suprises though this one did
not give me one.
+-CAN SOMEONE SHUT THAT B* UP WHEN I AM NOT IN THE MOOD TO CONTINUE THE STORY! Thanks in
advance :)

MUSIC:
+ It fits the environment and it is beautifully done!

GAMEPLAY:
Phew okay here comes the interesting one.
+Horses. The horses were weird at first but I loved using it during my playthrough! Of course if you're sensitive about such
movements then this game is really not for you.
+-Your magical powers can sometimes be quite clunky.
-The boss battle was terrible and confusing. It just doesn't make any sense. I even got him to glitch through a rock :O

Overall it's a good start for a game. I look forward for the full version!

7\/10 + 0.1 for being a free game.. Free content, download it.
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Awesome DLC, totally worth.. It was way too short. I couldn't believe it was already over. No strong conclusion either. No
aftermath. Just this abrupt ending - straight to the credits.
You might wonder what happend to all characters due to your choices, what happened to the system - but you'll never know. Did
you do good? Bad? Average? Who knows. Definitely not you :). OMG game is hardcore. In a good way you know. I like it. And
I gonna beat it.
Storyline seems to have several endings also, that's intriguing.
So, looks nice so far. And worths it's price.. flappy bird clone. Hey Sega, I bought this silly DLC to show my support for the
Shenmue franchise. Give us a new game. Test the waters with a downloadable HD re-release of the first two if you want. One
way or another, please make some moves or sell the rights to someone who will (Yu Suzuki).. I love playing TD. But I don't
understand the language. Can't even play new game.. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=ka9EgkAxvOQ

Unlike most of Steam, I actually enjoyed the first Uriel's Chasm. It was a nice mixture of game styles with a very avant-garde
approach to tying them all together, and the drug-addled\/fever dream christian themes and blasphemy had me asking "what the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665" on more than one occassion. So when Uriel's Chasm 2 was announced, I was excited to play it.

The above footage was recorded while I had a cold (hence the bad volume levels, I forgot to check them before hand due to how
loopy I was from the meds) and wound up lost to time until I found it the other day. I played it again once more after that, and
the feelings are about the same. As a bullet hell, it still works out in a Titan Quest sort of way. Just one boss fight after another
with the theme of fruit. It's a bit confusing there as they cause pain in the bullet hell sequence, but then in the strategy segment
to stop the trees from burning they are required to advance, making them beneficial.

Unfortunately, I have not been able to complete the game, so I'm not really sure how or if a lot of these elements play into each
other, but from what I experienced it all just seemed to be random things thrown together in more of a religious overtone. Part
of the reason for this is both a lack of skill on my part, as well as a lack of anything to really keep me going. Unlike the first,
this is just the same two games back-to-back. There is another in the trailer but I haven't seen it played, nor did I reach them.

The lack of a continue screen is also a shame. If you die, you go straight to the beginning. No contrinues, no second chances.
Your hit counter also doesn't seem to change other than you get one when you start a new boss battle (I think, that's what it
seemed from when I played). There's also small Sega CD style compressed video of what looks like an abandoned parking
garage that seems to have little to do with the game itself other than aesthetic. Rail Slave Games (the developer) continues to
play these games off like a bad rom hack of a lost game, and things such as the Pac-Man fruit play into it as well. Sadly, it isn't
necessary, nor does it really help anything.

Where the first entry had enough "what the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665" moments level after level to keep the player invested
to see what's coming next, this one just doesn't. And that's the fatal flaw in its design. This is ripe to set up a drug addled fantasy
world of spiritual context, but the development team just don't take advantage of it. Hopefully their next entry (which I saw was
something actually called 'Fever Dreams') will play into the strengths it is named after.. I'm afraid I can't recommend this
product. As the author of Fatehaven seems to have missed the point of interactive novels, namely the part where they're
interactive. I will admit that I haven't finished the whole game, as I'm hoping to get a refund, but judging by the first four
chapters, the story flows more like a novel, and, to be fair, is well written and enjoyable. But that's undermined by the fact that
the 'decisions' you make in this story have little consequence outside of choosing the gender, sexuality and name of the MC.

Otherwise, all choices lead to the same conclusion, with a little varying dialogue beng the only real difference between them.
Entire pages will pass by without a single decision at all during the "serious" moments of the story. Your characters personality
is also set in stone, with them constantly being a pervert (which can get kind of annoying) or automatically having certain
opinions on things.

But the biggest example of how linear this game this would have to be the inclusion of the "corruption" stat. As the name
implies, it determines how evil your character is, starting at zero, but steadily rising the more you kill people, or the more people
die. There's only one small problem, as listed above, none of your decisions matter, so the corruption stat will simply raise
automatically, independant of any choices you make. No really, mine rose from 0 to 20 during one of the earlier mentioned
moments where pages pass without there being any decisions from you.

Worse yet, is the illusion of free will they try to create in the game. For example, in battle, you have two choices, kill the
opponent with X, or kill the opponent with Y, that's it (Either choice raises your corruption level, btw). Why not have an option
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to knock them out or restrain them? Especially if you're going to have this "corruption" stat be a part of the game, you could
have choosing a non-lethal option lower it instead of raise it. But no, that's too much interaction for this interactive novel.

Final verdict: 3.5\/10. "nemesis realm, brought me into another realm it was fun being the big scary monster it was fun being the
little dude who jumps around like a bee, great game big funs" -my Dad
(i received this game for free because i owned Nemesis Perspective)
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